Finite volume methods, especially methods for complex geometries which employ curvilinear or unstructured grids, often make significant use of numerical schemes for computing the gradients of the dependent variables. Such gradient schemes may also have standalone uses, e.g. in postprocessing. The most popular such schemes rely on the divergence theorem and on least squares minimisation. This study aims to raise awareness of the fact that the former should be used with caution as it does not always converge to the exact gradient with grid refinement, whereas the latter is always at least first-order accurate. Furthermore, the issue of the best choice of weights for the least squares method is investigated both theoretically and through numerical experiments. It is proved that weighing each equation by the distance between the cell centres raised to the power −3/2 achieves second-order accuracy in some cases where the usual weights fail to do so, such as at boundary cells of structured grids. Finally, the schemes are used within a finite volume method to solve a simple diffusion equation on a series of highly distorted grids of increasing fineness, revealing that the inconsistency of the "divergence theorem" (or "Green-Gauss") gradient scheme propagates into the solution of the partial differential equation, whereas the "least squares" gradient scheme produces second-order accurate results.
Preliminary considerations
Calculation of the gradient of a dependent variable is of great importance in finite volume methods. In flows which are governed by complex equations, such as turbulent flows modelled by the RANS and some LES methodologies [1] or non-Newtonian flows [2] [3] [4] , properties such as the viscosity may depend on these gradients. But even when simpler equations are solved, such as the Navier-Stokes equations, if the geometry is complex so that the grid exhibits geometric irregularities, the fluxes across a face separating two finite volumes cannot be expressed as a function of the values of the variables at the centres of these two volumes alone, but corrective terms must be included which involve the gradients of the variables as well [1] . Apart from the main task of solving partial differential equations, gradient calculation may also be important in auxiliary activites such as postprocessing [5] .
The two most popular methods for calculating the gradient on grids of general geometry are based on the use of the divergence theorem (also known as Gauss's theorem or Ostrogradsky's theorem) and on least-squares minimisation, respectively. They have both remained popular for over two decades of application of the finite volume method; for example, the divergence theorem method (also known as "Green-Gauss gradient") has been used in [1, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , and the least squares method in [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Often, general-purpose commercial or open-source CFD codes present the user with the option of choosing between these two methods. They are compared in [5, 14] , but the findings are contradictory: In [14] the divergence theorem gradient is found to perform better while the opposite finding is reported in [5] . The popularity of these schemes is due to the fact that they are easily applicable on grids of arbitrary 1 geometry, including unstructured grids, whereas early finite volume methods either used Cartesian grids or relied on coordinate transformations which are applicable only on smooth structured grids. The formula for the divergence theorem method, in particular, is very similar to the discretisation formulae for other terms appearing in partial differential equations, such as convection terms, and thus this scheme is appealing to the programmer. There appears to be a widespread misconception that the use of the divergence theorem scheme produces results of second-order accuracy on unstructured grids. Nevertheless, one of the aims of the present study is to show that on grids of arbitrary geometry the divergence theorem method, in its common form, looses its consistency. Interestingly, as early as in [6] alternative forms of the divergence theorem method were proposed that avoid this problem, albeit at a higher computational cost, but these methods have not gained popularity. On the other hand, the least-squares method, which is slightly more expensive than the standard divergence theorem method, does not suffer from such a deficiency. Also, it can be tuned to some extent by a choice of weights. Another aim of the present work is to determine an optimal choice of these weights.
We begin by introducing some notation. For simplicity we will consider two-dimensional problems (and occasionally one-dimensional problems), but the conclusions drawn from this work apply also to three-dimensional problems -some hints will be given in the relevant sections. Let x, y denote the usual Cartesian coordinates, and let φ(x, y) be a function defined over a domain, whose gradient ∇φ = (∂φ/∂x, ∂φ/∂y) we wish to calculate. It is convenient to introduce a convention where subscripts beginning with a dot (.) denote differentiation with respect to the ensuing variable(s), e.g. φ .x ≡ ∂φ/∂x, φ .xy ≡ ∂ 2 φ/∂x∂y etc. If the variables x, y etc. are used as subscripts without a leading dot then they are used simply as indices, without any differentiation implied. Therefore, we seek the gradient ∇φ = (φ .x , φ .y ) of the function φ. The domain over which the function is defined is discretised by a grid into a number of non-overlapping finite volumes, or cells. These cells can be arbitrarily shaped, but their boundary must consist of a number of straight faces, as in Fig. 1 , each separating it from a single other cell or from the exterior of the domain (the latter are called boundary faces). We assume a cell-centred finite volume method, meaning that the values of φ are known only at the geometric centres of the cells and at the centres of the boundary faces. The notation that is adopted in order to describe the geometry of the grid is presented in Fig. 1 . The reader should study the caption of that figure until he/she feels comfortable with that notation.
Our goal is to derive approximate algebraic gradient operators ∇ a which return values ∇ a φ(P ) ≈ ∇φ(P ) at each cell centroid P , using information only from the immediate neighbouring cells and boundary faces (we will usually follow the convention of denoting geometrical vectors by boldface characters). The components of the approximate gradient are denoted as ∇ a φ = (φ a .x , φ a .y ). The operators ∇ a must be capable of approximating the derivative on grids of arbitrary geometry. As we shall see, the more irregular the grid geometry is the harder it is for the operators to maintain high accuracy. Therefore, the need arises to define some indicators of the grid irregularity. With the present grid arrangement, we find it useful to define three kinds of such grid irregularities, which we shall call here "non-orthogonality", "unevenness" and "skewness" (other possibilities exist, see e.g. [15] ). We will define these terms with the aid of Fig. 1 . With the nomenclature defined in that figure, we will say that face f of cell P exhibits non-orthogonality if N f − P is not parallel to n f ; a measure of non-orthogonality is the angle between the vectors (N f − P ) and n f . Also, we will say that face f exhibits unevenness if the midpoint of the line segment joining P and N f , given by m f = (P + N f )/2 (not shown in Fig. 1 ), does not coincide with c f (i.e. the cell centres are unequally spaced on either side of the face); a measure of unevenness is c f − m f / N f − P . Finally, we will say that face f exhibits skewness if c f does not coincide with c f (i.e. the line joining the cell centres does not pass through the centre of the face); a measure of the skewness is c f − c f / N f − P .
These definitions will come in handy when the divergence theorem and least squares methods for approximating the gradient are detailed in the following sections. But first, in this preliminary section, it is useful to examine a simpler method which is applicable on very plain grids that are formed from two families of equispaced parallel straight lines, intersecting at a constant angle, as in Fig. 2 . In this case all the cells of the grid are identical parallelograms. Cartesian grids with constant spacing are a special case of this category where this angle is a right angle, but we will not be restricted to right angles. Figure 2 shows a cell P belonging to such a grid, and its four neighbouring cells. The vectors δ ξ and δ η shown in the figure are parallel to the grid lines and span the size of the cells. Due to the grid properties it holds that δ ξ = c 1 − c 3 = N 1 − P = P − N 3 and δ η = c 2 − c 4 = N 2 − P = P − N 4 . It can be assumed that two variables, ξ and η, are distributed in the domain, such that in the direction of δ ξ the variable ξ varies linearly while η is constant, and in the direction of δ η the variable η varies linearly while ξ is constant. Then the grid can be considered to be constructed by drawing lines of constant ξ and of constant η, equispaced by ∆ξ and ∆η, respectively. Let us assume also that the grid density can be increased by adjusting the spacings ∆ξ and ∆η, but their ratio must be kept constant, e.g. if ∆ξ = h then ∆η = αh with α being a constant, independent of h. The variable h determines the grid density. Therefore, the direction of the grid vectors δ ξ and δ η remains constant with grid refinement, but their lengths are proportional to the grid parameter h.
This idealized grid exhibits no unevenness or skewness, but it possibly exhibits non-orthogonality. However, this poses no problem as far as the gradient calculation is concerned. Since points N 3 , P and N 1 are collinear and equidistant, the rate of change of any quantity φ in the direction of δ ξ can be approximated at point P from the values at N 3 and N 1 using second-order accurate central differencing. In the same manner, the rate of change in the direction of δ η at P can be approximated from the values at N 4 and N 2 . Then, knowing the rates of change in two independent directions enables calculation of the gradient ∇φ at P . So, let the grid vectors be written in Cartesian coordinates as δ ξ = (δ ξ x , δ ξ y ) and δ η = (δ η x , δ η y ), respectively. Then, by expanding the function φ in a two-dimensional Taylor series along the Cartesian directions, centred at point P , and using this to express the values at the points N 1 = P + δ ξ , N 3 = P − δ ξ , N 2 = P + δ η and N 4 = P − δ η we get, after a little manipulation,
which can be solved to give
where Ω P = δ ξ x δ η y − δ ξ y δ η x = δ ξ × δ η is the volume (area in 2D) of cell P . The last term in the above equation, involving the unknown O(h 3 ) terms, is of order O(h 2 ) because Ω P = O(h 2 ) and all the δ's are O(h). So, carrying out the matrix multiplications we arrive at
Finally, we drop the unknown O(h 2 ) terms in Eq. (1), which are called the discretisation error, and we are left with a second-order approximation to the gradient, ∇ s . The fact that this formula has been derived for a grid constructed from equidistant parallel lines may seem too restrictive, but in fact the utility of Eq. (1) goes beyond this narrow context, as will now be explained.
Consider structured grid generation where again a pair of variables ξ, η are distributed smoothly in the domain, and curves of constant ξ and η are drawn at equal intervals of ∆ξ and ∆η, respectively. Unlike previously, now we will place no restrictions of the functions ξ(x, y) and η(x, y) other than that they vary smoothly; in particular, they are not required to vary linearly nor to be constant along straight lines. Therefore, a curvilinear grid such as that shown in Fig. 3 may result. The grid is constructed by joining the points of intersection of these two families of curves by straight line segments (the dashed lines in Fig. 3 ).
There is a one-to-one correspondence of coordinates (x, y) of the physical space to coordinates (ξ, η) of the computational space. Therefore, not only are the computational coordinates functions of the physical coordinates (ξ = ξ(x, y) and η = η(x, y)), but the physical coordinates (x, y) can also be regarded as functions of the computational coordinates (x = x(ξ, η) and y = y(ξ, η)). Since the latter vary smoothly in the domain, (x, y) can be expanded in Taylor series around a reference point (ξ 0 , η 0 ). For example, for the x coordinate,
where the notation | 0 is a shorthand here to denote that the derivatives are evaluated at point (ξ 0 , η 0 ). A similar equation holds for the y coordinate. We can therefore express the coordinates of all the grid vertices (x i,j , y i,j ) shown in Fig. 3 as functions of (x 0,0 , y 0,0 ) ≡ (x(ξ 0 , η 0 ), y(ξ 0 , η 0 )) and of the derivatives there. For example, x 1,0 is obtained by substituting δξ = ∆ξ and δη = 0 in Eq. (2) , and x 2,1 by substituting δξ = 2∆ξ and δη = ∆η. Using these expansions, it is easy to show that, for example, lim ∆ξ,∆η→0
and lim ∆ξ,∆η→0
Equation (3) implies that, as the grid is refined, neighbouring grid lines of the same family become more and more parallel, so that grid skewness tends to zero. Equation (4) implies that, as the grid is refined, neighbouring cells tend to become of equal size, so that grid unevenness tends to zero. The conclusion is that on structured grids which are constructed from smooth distributions of auxiliary variables (ξ, η), grid refinement 1 causes the geometry of a cell and its neighbours to locally approach that depicted in Fig. 2 . This has an important consequence: any numerical scheme for computing the gradient that reduces to Eq. (1) on parallelogram grids (such as that of Fig. 2 ) is of second-order accuracy on smooth structured grids (such as that of Fig. 3 ). It so happens that both the "divergence theorem" scheme and the "least squares" scheme examined below belong to this category.
Calculation using the Gauss divergence theorem
For grids like that of Fig. 1 , which are of more general geometry than that shown in Fig. 2 , a more general method is needed. A popular method is based on the divergence theorem (or Gauss-Ostrogradsky theorem), which converts the integral of the divergence of a vector quantity over a volume into a surface integral. In particular, the theorem states that if v is any vector field and Ω is a given volume bounded by its surface S Ω then the following equality holds:
where the vector n is a unit vector perpendicular to S Ω at each point of the surface, pointing outwards of Ω, while dΩ and ds are infinitesimal elements of the volume and surface, respectively. Consider now a cell P of the grid, such as that shown in Fig. 1 , whose volume is denoted by Ω P and bounding surface by S P . Let φ denote any scalar field. If the divergence theorem (5) is applied to the integrals of ∇·(φe x ) and ∇·(φe y ) over cell P , where e x , e y are the unit vectors in the Cartesian x, y directions, and the results are combined, then a derivative of this theorem is obtained, which is more appropriate for our purposes:
The bounding surface S P can be decomposed into F faces which are denoted by S f , f = 1, . . . , F (F = 5 in Fig. 1 ). These faces are assumed to be straight (planar, in 3 dimensions), as in Fig. 1 , so that the the normal unit vector n has a constant value n f along each face f . Therefore, the above equation can be written as
According to the midpoint integration rule [1, 16] (also known as the single-point open Newton-Cotes formula), the mean value of a quantity over cell P is equal to the value of that quantity at the centroid P of the cell, plus a small second-order correction term. Similarly, the mean value of a quantity over a face f of cell P is equal to the value of that quantity at the centroid of the face, c f , plus a small second-order correction term. Applying this to the mean values of ∇φ and φ over Ω P and S f , respectively, we get 2 :
1
where h is a characteristic grid spacing (we used the fact that Ω P = O(h 2 ) and S f = O(h)). Substituting these expressions into the divergence theorem, Eq. (6), we get, after a little manipulation,
The above formula is exact, but it contains an unknown O(h) term (it is a vector of magnitude O(h)). If we drop this term then we are left with a first-order accurate approximation. However, this approximation cannot be the final formula for the gradient because Eq. (7) contains φ(c f ), the φ values at the face centres, whereas we need a formula that uses only the values at the cell centres. The common practice is to approximate φ(c f ) by φ(c f ), the exact values of φ at points c f rather than c f (see Fig. 1 ); these values also do not belong to the set of cell-centre values, but since each point c f lies on the line segment joining points P and N f , the value φ(c f ) can in turn be approximated by linear interpolation between φ(P ) and φ(N f ), sayφ(c f ) (note the overbar which denotes linear interpolation):φ
Linear interpolation is known to be second-order accurate, hence the O(h 2 ) term in the above equation. Thus, by usingφ(c f ) instead of φ(c f ) in the right hand side of Eq. (7) , and dropping the unknown O(h) term, we obtain an approximation to the gradient which depends only on cell-centre values of φ:
This is the final formula for the "divergence theorem" gradient. It applies both in two and in three dimensions. It resembles very much the schemes for convective terms and therefore its implementation in a finite volume code is easy and straightforward. An important question is whether and how the replacement of φ(c f ) byφ(c f ), that led from Eq. (7) to the formula (9), has affected the accuracy. To answer this question, we first need to deduce how muchφ(c f ) differs from φ(c f ). This can be done by using the exact φ(c f ) as an intermediate value.
higher-order terms. If the grid skewness does not decrease with grid refinement then c f − c f = O(h) and therefore it follows from this Taylor expansion that
Next, we note that in the above result φ(c f ) can be expressed in terms ofφ(c f ) according to Eq. (8):
. Making this substitution results in the sought relationship:
Substituting this into Eq. (7) (which is an exact equation) we get
which, considering that Ω P = O(h 2 ) and S f = O(h), means that
The above equation is also exact. The first term on its right-hand side is just the approximate gradient ∇ d0 , Eq. (9). Therefore, rearranging Eq. (10) we arrive at the conclusion that the discretisation error
. This is an unfortunate result, because it means that the approximation (9) is zeroth-order accurate, as the error O(1) does not decrease with grid refinement; grid refinement causes ∇ d0 φ(P ) to converge to a value that is not equal to ∇φ(P ). Acknowledging that the lack of accuracy is due to the bad representation of the φ(c f ) values in Eq. (7) byφ(c f ), application of the formula (9) is often followed by a "corrector step" where, instead of the valuesφ(c f ), the "improved" valuesφ(c f ) are used, defined aŝ
where ∇ d0 φ(c f ) is obtained by linear interpolation (Eq. (8)) between ∇ d0 φ(P ) and ∇ d0 φ(N f ) at point c (these were calculated in the previous step (9), the "predictor" step). This results in an approximation which is hopefully more accurate than (9):
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The valuesφ(c f ) are expected to be better approximations to φ(c f ) thanφ(c f ) are, because Eq. (11) tries to account for skewness by mimicking the Taylor series expansion φ(
. Unfortunately, since in Eq. (11) only a crude approximation of ∇φ(c f ) is used, namely
, what we get by subtracting Eq. (11) from the aforementioned Taylor expansion isφ(c f ) = φ(c f ) + O(h) which may have greater accuracy but not greater order of accuracy than the previous estimateφ(c f ) = φ(c f ) + O(h). Substituting this into Eq. (7) we arrive again at an equation similar to (10) which shows that the error of the approximation (12) is also of order O(1). This could be followed by a second corrector step where ∇ d1 from (12) is substituted instead of ∇ d0 in (11) to obtain an even better estimate to φ(c f ), which would be used in (12) to obtain an operator ∇ d2 . This could potentially be more accurate than either ∇ d0 or ∇ d1 , but it would still be zerothorder accurate with respect to grid refinement. The same would hold for any additional finite number of steps. But if this procedure is repeated until convergence to an operator ∇ d∞ , say, then ∇ d∞ would simultaneously satisfy both Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) resulting in first-order accuracy. However, convergence of this procedure is not guaranteed and underrelaxation may need to be applied, leading to a large number of required iterations and great computational cost, as reported in [17] . Alternatively, instead of using the gradient from the previous iteration in Eq. (11) one could treat it as an unknown in both Eqs. (11) and (12) ; then, substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (12) we would obtain an equation where the unknown ∇ d∞ appears in both sides, and in fact the right-hand side would contain ∇ d∞ evaluated not only at point P but also at all neighbour points N f . Thus, these equations would have to be solved simultaneously throughout the grid as a large linear system. This procedure is also proposed and tested in [17] , along with a method to increase the accuracy to second order by computing the Hessian matrix in addition to the gradient. But such strategies bring a substantial increase to the cost and complexity of the method and will not be pursued further in the present work, which focuses on the standard methods.
The O(1) discretisation error in the usual case of zero or few corrector steps means that no matter how much the grid is refined the "divergence theorem" method will give wrong results. This may come as a surprise given the popularity of the method, but it is confirmed by numerical experiments in Section 4. (1) . If, furthermore, there is no unevenness, then the grid will look like that shown in Fig. 2 , where it is not hard to show that the approximation (9) reduces to the approximation (1) (∇ d0 = ∇ s ), and therefore is of second-order accuracy. This occurs because, in this special case, parts of the O(h) errors cancel out between opposite faces of the cell, leaving a net O(h 2 ) error.
In fact, it follows from the discussion of Section 1 that the approximation (9) is second-order accurate on any structured grid that is constructed using auxiliary variables (ξ, η) that vary smoothly in the domain. This is because as ∆ξ and ∆η tend to zero the grid skewness and unevenness diminish. Note, however, that even in this case a loss of accuracy cannot be avoided at the domain boundaries. For example, Fig. 4 shows a boundary cell P belonging to a Cartesian grid which exhibits neither skewness nor unevenness (in fact, it does not even exhibit non-orthogonality). Yet cell P has no neighbour on the boundary side, and so the centre of its boundary face, c 3 , has to be used instead of a neighbouring cell centre. This introduces "unevenness" in the x-(horizontal) direction because the distances N 1 − P = h and c 3 − P = h/2 are not equal. In this case the x-component of the approximation (9) reduces to
This approximation is only first-order accurate, since expanding φ(N 1 ) and φ(c 3 ) in Taylor series about point P gives
This result also offers a nice demonstration of the effect of error cancellation between opposite faces. Equation (9) is obtained from Eq. (7) by using interpolated valuesφ(c f ) instead of the exact but unknown values φ(c f ) at the face centres. Therefore, one might expect that since the cell of Fig. 4 has a boundary face and the exact value at its centre, φ(c 3 ), is used rather than an interpolated value, the result would be more accurate; but the above analysis shows the exact opposite: the error increases from O(h 2 ) to O(h). This is due to the fact that by dropping the interpolation error on the boundary face, the corresponding error on the opposite face 1 is no longer counterbalanced. It is interesting to note that the approximation formula (9) is very similar to the formulae used by finite volume methods for integrating convective terms of transport equations over cells. Therefore, according to the same reasoning as above, such formulae also imply truncation errors of order O(1) on arbitrary grids; this is true even if an interpolation scheme other than (8) is used to calculateφ(c f ), and in fact it is true even if the exact values φ(c f ) are known and used. To increase the order of accuracy it is necessary to account for skewness, and this can be done through a correction such as (11) provided that the gradient used is at least first-order accurate, such as the least-squares gradient which will be discussed in the next section. A discussion of the dependency of truncation errors on grid geometry can be found in [18] . We would like to note, however, that O(1) truncation errors do not necessarily imply O(1) discretisation errors; the latter can be of order O(h) or even O(h 2 ). This may be attributed to the fact that, in conservative finite volume methods, the discretisation of a flux through any given face contributes truncation error components of equal magnitude but opposite sign to the equations of the cells on either side of that face. Since the truncation error acts as the source term in the equation governing the transport of the discretisation error in the domain, these opposite components partially cancel each other at a distance from the face. Further investigation of this phenomenon is beyond the scope of the present work; it is touched upon in [19] .
Finally, for completeness, it should be mentioned that the divergence theorem method examined in this work is the most popular variant, but it is not the only way that the Gauss divergence theorem can be employed to derive an approximate method for computing the gradient. We have already mentioned the accurate albeit expensive alternative methods suggested in [17] . As another example, consider the application of the divergence theorem method not to the actual cell P but to the auxiliary cell marked by dashed lines in Fig. 5 . The endpoints of each face of this cell are either cell centroids or boundacy face centroids, and so the value of φ can be computed at any point on the face to secondorder accuracy, by linear interpolation between the two endpoints. Therefore, in Eq. (7) the values φ(c f ) (where now the points c f are the centroids of the faces of the auxiliary cell, i.e. the points marked by empty circles in Fig. 5 ) are known to second-order accuracy rather than first-order, and so the computed gradient would be first-order accurate rather than zeroth-order. Another factor that inhibits the attainment of second-order accuracy for this method would be the fact that the midpoint integration rule requires that the gradient be computed at the centroid of the auxiliary cell, but now this centroid in general does not coincide with point P ; the result can therefore only be expected to be a first-order approximation to ∇φ(P ) (unless P and the centroid of the auxiliary cell tend to coincide with grid refinement). This method, along with a more complex variant, is mentioned in [6] . It is slightly more expensive than the usual method examined in this work because additional geometric quantities have to be computed, such as the volume of the auxiliary cell and its face normal vectors. Its extension to three dimensions would, however, involve significant additional complexity. Yet another method would be to use cell P itself rather than an auxiliary cell, but, similarly to the auxiliary cell method, to calculate the values φ(c f ) in Eq. (7) by linear interpolation from the values at the face endpoints (vertices) rather than from the values at the cell centroids straddling the face. An extra step must therefore precede, where φ is approximated at the cell vertices, to appropriate accuracy, from its values at the cell centroids. This adds to the computational cost, and furthermore the grid data structures must contain additional lists relating each vertex to its surrounding cells. More information on this method and further references can be found in [10] . In the present work we will not pursue a detailed investigation of these less popular variants but will remain focused on the standard method.
3 Calculation using least squares minimisation
The general framework
The "least-squares" method for calculating the gradient of a quantity φ at the centroid of a cell P starts by expressing the values of φ at the centroids of all neighbouring cells as Taylor series expansions about the centroid of P :
where
is the truncation error. If we decompose the vectors in Cartesian coordinates using the notation P = (x 0 , y 0 ), N f = (x f , y f ), then the system of all these equations can be written in matrix form as 3
The basic idea of the method is to drop the unknown τ f terms and solve the remaining linear system by least squares, since, in general, the number of equations (F , the same as the number of neighbouring cells) will be greater than the number of unknowns (two, ∂φ/∂x and ∂φ/∂y at P ). But it is customary to first weigh each equation f by a weight w f (weighted least squares). This is equivalent to leftmultiplying both sides of Eq. (15) by a diagonal matrix W :
where for conciseness we use the notation
We have also introduced a parallel alternative matrix notation which will facilitate the discussions that follow (Eq. (16) is also written in the matrix form W b = W (Az + τ )). Despite having more equations than unknowns, both systems (15) and (16) have a single solution, namely the exact gradient at P . This is because, if the truncation errors τ f are regarded as known, the Taylor series (14) are exact, and they are all satisfied by this exact gradient ∇φ(P ) (of course, the τ f are unknown and will eventually be dropped, but for the time being they are treated as known and they are retained in the equations). The redundant equations of each system are just linear combinations of the non-redundant ones. Therefore, despite the application of the weights, systems (15) and (16) are absolutely equivalent up to this point, having the same solution ∇φ(P ). The weights only come into play once we drop the truncation errors, resulting in a system that has no solution. They provide some control over the approximate solution, and their choice will be discussed later.
Systems with no solution can be solved in the "least squares" sense [20, 21] . In matrix notation, if a linear system Az = b cannot be solved because the vector b does not lie in the column space of the matrix A (as will most probably be the case if there are more equations than unknowns) then the best that can be done is to find the vector z such that the error b − Az is as small as possible. This error will be minimised when its projection onto the column space of A is zero, i.e. when it is perpendicular to that column space. This is equivalent to requiring that b − Az be perpendicular to each column of A, or A T (b − Az) = 0 ⇒ A T Az = A T b (where T denotes the transpose). This latter system (called the normal equations) has a unique solution provided that A has independent columns. The solution z is called the least squares solution because it minimises the norm b − Az , and so it minimises the sum of the squares of the individual components of the error e ≡ b − Az. Note that each individual error component e i is the error of the corresponding equation i, e i = b i − j a ij z j .
In practice, one may not regard all equations as equally important. To account for this, prior to the solution of the system each equation i may be multiplied by a weight w i , just as we did in Eq. 16. Then the system becomes W Az = W b, where W is a diagonal matrix carrying the weights, and, proceeding as before (with W A instead of A and W b instead of b) its least squares solution amounts to the solution of the normal equations A T W T W Az = A T W T W b, which are obtained by left-multiplying the system by the transpose of W A. Provided that W A has independent columns, the normal equations system is square and non-singular, and therefore has a unique solution,
This solution again minimises the sum of squares of the components of the error, but this error is
That is, the least squares solution of W Az = W b minimises i w 2 i e 2 i , whereas the least squares solution of the original system Az = b minimises i e 2 i (in both cases e i is the error of the original equation i, i.e. e i = b i − j a ij z j ). Thus, if equation i is assigned a small weight w i and equation j is assigned a large weight w j then the method will try harder to make e j small than to make e i small.
Equation (16) has a form very similar to that required by the weighted least squares method, only that it contains an extra vector W τ at the right hand side: W Az = W b − W τ . Actually, the approximate "least squares" gradient that is the subject of this section is defined as the least squares solution of the system W Az = W b, i.e. of the system (16) after the unknown term W τ has been dropped -in other words, the "least-squares" gradient is given by Eq. (17) . But, for the time being, in order to determine the accuracy of this approximation, we will proceed with the steps of the least squares solution method without dropping the W τ term. This W τ term is what makes the system (16) have a unique solution, despite having more equations than unknowns, and as long as this term is present, this exact solution (the exact gradient) will not be affected by the steps of the least squares method. So, according to the least-squares methodology, we first left-multiply the system (16) by (W A) T , and then solve it to obtain
The matrix A T W T W A is invertible provided that W A has independent columns, which, given that W is a diagonal square matrix, requires that A have independent columns. A has two columns, and for them to be independent the rank of A must equal 2. The rank is also the number of independent rows, and from the definition of A in Eq. (16) it may be seen that row f is simply the vector N f − P , so that there will be at least two (in fact, exactly two) independent rows if not all points P , N 1 , . . . , N F lie on the same line, which will normally be the case. Then, substituting for A, W , z, b and τ from Eq. (16) into Eq. (18) and performing the matrix multiplications and inversions, we obtain the result
and
where D equals
Equation (19) gives the exact gradient ∇φ(P ), but, since the term is unknown, we drop it to obtain an approximate gradient ∇ ls φ(P ) ≈ ∇φ(P ), Eq. (20). This approximate gradient is the "least squares" gradient, the subject of the present section.
The procedure followed has resulted in an explicit expression for the discretisation error , Eq. (21) . It is a function of the unknown truncation error τ , but it reveals the dependency of on the grid spacing h, from which we can deduce the order of accuracy of the least-squares gradient. Of course, the choice of the weights also plays a role; this is the subject of the next section, but we can at this point assume that all the weights share the same dependency on the grid spacing, namely w f = O(h q ) for some real number q (independent of f ). Then, the factors of Eq. (21) have the following magnitudes:
). Furthermore, the coefficients of the 2 × 2 matrix in Eq. (21) can be seen to be O(h 2q+2 ). Finally, considering that τ f = O(h 2 ), the components of the vector at the right of this equation can be seen to be of O(h 2q+3 ). Multiplying all these together, Eq. (21) shows that = O(h), independently of q. This is not surprising, given that the approximation is based on Eq. (14) which assumes a linear variation of φ in the vicinity of point P . So, ∇ ls is at least first order accurate, even on grids of arbitrary geometry.
The order of accuracy of ∇ ls may be higher than one if some cancellation occurs between the components of for certain grid configurations, like we saw for the "divergence theorem" operator ∇ d . In particular, a tedious but straightforward calculation shows that when applied to a parallelogram grid such as that shown in Fig. 2 , ∇ ls again reduces to ∇ s , the formula (1), which is second-order accurate, provided only that the weights of parallel faces are equal: w 1 = w 3 and w 2 = w 4 . This will hold if the weights are chosen to be functions of the distance between the centroids of the cells on either side of the face, w f = w f ( N f − P ), which is usually the case. Of course, like for the divergence theorem gradient, this has the consequence that the least squares gradient is second-order accurate also on smooth curvilinear structured grids.
The preceding analysis concerns the two-dimensional case. In three dimensions, the same path leads to a least-squares gradient again given by (17) , only that now A has an extra column containing the spacings in the third dimension. If, just for the purposes of discussing the three-dimensional case, we denote the Cartesian components of the displacement vectors as
The choice of weights
According to the preceding analysis, the least squares method is first-order accurate on grids of arbitrary geometry and second-order accurate on smooth structured grids. This conclusion seems to hold irrespective of the choice of weights, and in fact it holds even for unit weights, w f = 1, which amounts to the ordinary (unweighted) least squares method. The question then arises of whether a suitable choice of weights can offer some advantage. In order to facilitate the discussion we will first consider the one-dimensional case. So, suppose we wish to calculate the derivative of a single-variable function φ(x) at the point P = x 0 , with the only information given being the values of the function at P itself and at neighbouring points
The least-squares procedure is exactly the same as in the twodimensional case. The starting point is to express φ(x f ) at all neighbouring points x f = x 0 as Taylor series expansions about point P = x 0 . These can be expressed as
and c = 0.5φ .xx (P ). The above equation is the onedimensional analogue of Eq. (14) . Proceeding as for the two-dimensional case (the steps are omitted here but are straightforward) we arrive at
which is the one-dimensional analogue of Eqs. (19) - (22) . The least squares approximation is then φ .x (P ) ≈ φ ls .x (P ) which comes from dropping the unknown term in Eq. (24). This is precisely the weighted least squares solution to the system of equations (23) if τ f is dropped. As mentioned, the weighted least squares solution of a system Az = b finds the vector z that minimises the norm W (b − Az) , or equivalently W (b − Az) 2 since the norm is a positive quantity, where W is the weights matrix (restricted to being diagonal for the time being). For our particular system (23), without τ f , the quantity W (b − Az) 2 which is minimised by the solution z ≡ φ ls .x (P ) (which can be viewed as a vector of only one component in the present context) is the following: 6 ). Our goal is to choose the weights w f such that the approximate derivative φ ls .x (P ) is as close as possible to the exact derivative φ .x (P ). If we could manage to find weights such that φ ls .
. Therefore, we would like the deviations e f to vary in the same way as the truncation errors τ f = O((∆x f ) 2 ) do: their magnitudes should be larger when |∆x f | is larger (see Fig. 6 ). The unweighted least squares method uses w f = 1 and assigns equal importance to all deviations e f ; it tries equally hard to minimise all e f , irrespective of whether |∆x f | is large or small. In order to make the method try harder to minimise e f when |∆x f | is small and allow e f to be large when |∆x f | is large, the usual practice, adopted e.g. in [6, 10, 14, 22] , is to use weights w f = |∆x f | −1 , or, in the multidimensional case,
, a more appropriate choice seems to be w f = |∆x f | −2 (or w f = N f −P −2 , respectively) so that the method will try equally hard to minimise all e f /|∆x f | 2 ; this choice has been made e.g. in [5, 13] .
In order to make a more quantitative comparison between the available choices we can proceed as follows. The truncation error is split into its leading component and the remainder, 3 ). We substitute this into the discretisation error ( ) expression in Eq. (24):
To facilitate the following discussion, let h be the smallest distance between point P = x 0 and any of the neighbouring points
Then the distances can be written as ∆x f = a f h for appropriate coefficients a f with |a f | ≥ 1. In general, it is easy to see that, irrespective of the choice of weights w f , the two fractions on the right hand side of the expression (26) have magnitudes of O(h) and O(h 2 ), respectively, so that, overall, = O(h), as has already been discussed. We will now examine the particular weight choices of w f = |∆x f | −q for q = 0, 1, 3/2, and 2 (the case q = 0 is just the unweighted least squares method). From Eq. (26), the respective discretisation errors, denoted as
where summation is over all neighbours, from f = 1 to f = F , and Next we consider the effect of grid unevenness. When one of the coefficients, a m say, is of much larger magnitude than all others, then from Eq. (27) it follows that 0 ≈ c h a m while from Eq. (28) it follows that 1 ≈ c h a m /F . This justifies the use of weights, since 1 can be significantly lower than 0 , even though they are both proportional to the grid spacing h. Concerning the errors (29) and (30) , since a m appears only raised to negative powers there, its impact on the errors will be very small. Therefore, use of q = 3/2 or q = 2 results in methods which are more robust in terms of grid unevenness. On the other hand, using exponents q > 2 would essentially discard the available information from distant points. This would be of benefit only in the special case that all neighbouring points lie on the same side of x 0 (as in Fig. 6(a) ) in which case using only the closest neighbouring point would give the best results; but otherwise, information from more distant points can be useful if properly weighted because it would lead to partial cancellation in the numerators of the expressions (27) -(30) due to the different signs of the a f coefficients. These arguments are somewhat intuitive, but they will be confirmed by the numerical experiments of Section 4.
The reason why q = 3/2 is among the choices considered is the pleasant observation that the numerator of the leading term in Eq. (29) is zero if there are as many positive ∆x f as there are negative ones, irrespective of their magnitude. In other words, the leading term of the error (29) becomes zero if there are as many points x f on the right of x 0 as there are on its left. So, in this special but not unlikely case the discretisation error would be 3/2 = O(h 2 ) irrespective of the grid unevenness. This is very fortunate, but raises the question of whether and how this applies in the multidimensional case, which is of main interest.
So, consider a two-dimensional case where the gradient is sought at point P , and it is to be computed using the formula (20) . We will show that if the weights are chosen as w f = N f − P −3/2 then the result is second-order accurate in the special case that all neighbouring points lie along two or more straight lines that intersect at P , provided that along each such line there are equally many points on either side of P . So, assume for simplicity that there are only two such lines, at angles θ 1 and θ 2 with the Cartesian x axis, respectively. For the neighbour points that lie on the first line, we denote ∆r i ≡ N i − P , and it follows from elementary trigonometry that ∆x i = ∆r i cos θ 1 and ∆y i = ∆r i sin θ 1 (∆x i and ∆y i being the Cartesian components of the distance vector N i − P , as in Eq. (16)). Similarly, for the points that lie on the second line we have ∆x j = ∆r j cos θ 2 and ∆y j = ∆r j sin θ 2 . For convenience, the index i will be used to refer to the points of the first line, and the index j to refer to those of the second line. The truncation errors of Eq. (14) are
for points that lie on the first and second lines, respectively. The constants c 1 (first line) and c 2 (second line) in these truncation error expressions depend on the second partial derivatives of φ at P and on the angles θ 1 and θ 2 , respectively. Thus, c 1 is the same for all points of the first line and c 2 is the same for all points of the second line. Then, substituting these expressions for ∆x f , ∆y f and τ f into the vector on the right of the discretisation error expression (21) , that vector becomes
If we now choose w f = |∆r f | −3/2 then the sums in the first term on the right hand side become
Therefore, we have a similar situation as for the one-dimensional case: if there are equal number of points on either side of P along each line then these sums are zero, and the first vector on the right hand side of Eq. (31) becomes zero as well. The second vector is O(h) with this choice of weights. So, on the whole, the vector on the far right of the discretisation error expression (21) is O(h). Also, with this choice of weights the denominator D in the expression (21) is O(h −2 ), while the coefficients of the 2 × 2 matrix are O(h −1 ). Putting all these together results in an overall discretisation error = O(h 2 ).
In fact it is easy to see that the same conclusion would be reached if there were three or more lines (for three lines, each row of the first vector on the right-hand side of (31) would contain an extra term of the form c 3 cos θ 3 (or c 3 sin θ 3 ) times k (∆r k ) 3 w 2 k = j (−1) s k ). Therefore, second-order accuracy would also be obtained if the points were arranged in three or more lines, provided that along each line there were equal numbers of points on either side of P . But if the points are not arranged along lines then the q = 3/2 method will be only first-order accurate. Nevertheless, the conditions that make the q = 3/2 method second-order accurate are more common than what may seem at first sight -for example, they may apply at boundary cells such as that depicted in Fig. 4 , where the uneven spacings between points c 3 , P and N 1 pose no problem for the q = 3/2 method. The other methods, including the divergence theorem methods, would produce only first-order accurate results in this case, as demonstrated in Section 4. Furthermore, just like the other methods become second-order accurate on grids where skewness and unevenness diminish with refinement, the q = 3/2 method would become second-order accurate on grids where the conditions that make it second-order accurate are attained in the limit of infinite grid fineness (h → 0), even if at any finite fineness (h = 0) they are not met. So, with a carefully devised grid refinement scheme the method could be second-order accurate on grids where the volumes have an even number of faces.
Therefore, we can conclude the following: Of the three kinds of grid irregularities, non-orthogonality does not pose a problem for any of the gradient-calculation methods discussed. On the other hand, grid unevenness makes the methods first-order accurate, but in the least squares method this problem can be mitigated, or even eliminated altogether in some cases, by a proper choice of weights. The third kind of irregularity, skewness, is more serious and makes the divergence theorem method zero-order accurate and the least squares method first-order accurate irrespective of the choice of weights.
Using a non-diagonal weights matrix
It is tempting to investigate whether the loss of accuracy due to skewness can be eliminated by permitting the weights matrix W to have non-zero off-diagonal entries. Indeed this is possible and, for simplicity, the procedure will be demonstrated here mostly for the one-dimensional case, while the two-dimensional case will be discussed only briefly.
We will use the same nomenclature as in the one-dimensional analysis presented in Section 3.2. For a general matrix W , as long as the product W A has linearly independent columns, the weighted least squares method returns the value of φ ls .x (P ) which minimises the quantity
where the term in square brackets is the product of row i of W times the deviation vector b − Az.
In order to generate a second-order accurate method, we need to choose the coefficients of W such that if φ(x) is a quadratic function then our least-squares method will give us the exact derivative of φ: φ ls .x (P ) = φ .x (P ). Since the function φ is quadratic, the Taylor expansion (23) becomes
This is an exact equation, as a quadratic function has no higher-order terms. We can use this equation to substitute for ∆φ j into Eq. (32) to get, with a little manipulation,
Apparently, if we can choose the weights so that j w ij (∆x j ) 2 = 0 for each row i of W , then the terms involving φ .xx (P ) will vanish and the above will reduce to
This quantity is minimised by the least squares method. It is a non-negative number, and therefore cannot be made smaller than zero. But the value of zero is attainable, in fact, when φ ls .x (P ) = φ .x (P ), i.e. when φ ls .x (P ) is assigned the exact value of the derivative. Therefore, the least squares method will produce the exact result under these circumstances, which was our original goal.
So, what we have to do is choose the weights such that j w ij (∆x j ) 2 = 0 for all i. This equation can be written in matrix notation as X w i = 0, where X is the 1×F matrix with elements X 1j = (∆x j ) 2 and w i is the F × 1 column vector with elements w ij (the transpose of row i of W ). Therefore the vectors w i that we seek belong to the null space of X, which has dimension F − 1 since X has size 1 × F . A possible way of choosing the weights would then be to choose a basis for this null space and set each row w i of W equal to a basis vector. A simple choice of basis leads to the following weights matrix:
I.e. in row f the first element is (∆x 1 ) −2 , the f+1 element is −(∆x f +1 ) −2 , and the rest of the elements are zero. The reader can verify that X times any row of W is zero (i.e. XW T = 0). One can notice that W is no longer square, but rather has size (F−1)×F . Therefore, the weighted system W Az = W b will have one less equation than the original system Az = b. Why not add one more row to W then? The answer is that any row we add must belong to the null space of X, and since the rows of the matrix in Eq. (34) already span this null space, any row we add will be a linear combination of the existing rows. This means that in effect we will be adding to the system W Az = W b an equation which is a linear combination of the existing equations, offering no new information. In fact, since W Az = W b, having more equations than unknowns, is to be solved in the least squares sense, depending on which existing rows of W the new row depends on we will be biasing the solution of the system by assigning greater weight to the corresponding equations. Therefore, the (F−1) × F matrix of Eq. (34) is as good as we can get. We note also that since the weighted system has F − 1 equations, in order to have a solution the number of neighbours must be F ≥ 2, compared to the F ≥ 1 requirement of the method of Section 3.2. This reflects the fact that a quadratic function is defined by at least three points (our volume centre plus two neighbours) whereas a linear function by at least two (our volume centre plus one neighbour). So, with W given by Eq. (34) , A being the F × 1 matrix with elements A f 1 = ∆x f , b being the F × 1 column vector with elements b f = ∆φ f , and z the 1 × 1 column vector containing only the element φ ls .x (P ), it is straightforward to show, by performing the matrix multiplications, that equation i of the system W Az = W b has the form φ ls .x (P )
for i = 1, . . . , F − 1. A little manipulation shows that Eq. (35) is just Eq. (33) for f = i + 1, where φ .xx (P ) has been eliminated by using again Eq. (33), but for f = 1, to express it as a function of ∆φ 1 and ∆x 1 . Therefore, the method we have constructed is nearly equivalent to the unweighted least squares solution of the system of equations (33). So, the method devised gives exact results for any quadratic function. If φ is not quadratic, then this method still amounts to solving by unweighted least squares the system of equations (35), which is equivalent to the system of equations (33) for f = 2, . . . , F if φ .xx (P ) is eliminated using the equation f = 1. Actually, we could choose any other equation f and use it to eliminate φ .xx (P ) from the rest of the equations, instead of f = 1. But in any case one of the equations is assigned a special role. For a general function φ, the equations (33) are no longer exact but are only truncated versions of Eq. (23). However, whereas the methods discussed in Section 3.2 only retained the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (23), now the second term is also retained. Thus the new method is second order accurate.
Nevertheless, we do not advocate the use of this method when second-order accuracy is sought, because direct least-squares solution of the original system (33) would achieve the same accuracy with a few additional advantages: it would also provide an approximate value for φ .xx (P ), say φ ls .xx (P ); it would allow the application of a (possibly diagonal) weights matrix prior to the least squares solution (whereas our method is unweighted); and finally, no one equation would be assigned a special role but they would all be treated equivalently.
Before closing this section, we briefly discuss the two-dimensional case. In this case Eq. (33) is replaced by
where all the derivatives are evaluated at point P . By repeating the procedure followed in the onedimensional case it can be shown that in order for the method to predict exactly the gradient of any quadratic function, the coefficients of the weights matrix must be such that the following hold simultaneously, for all rows i of W :
This means that the rows of W must belong to the null space of the following matrix X:
This is a 3 × F matrix and it can be shown to have 3 linearly independent columns if there are at least 3 direction vectors N f − P that point in different directions 4 . In this case, the null space of X will have dimension F − 3, and so the system W Az = W b will have F − 3 equations because W has size (F − 3) × F (again, the rows of W are selected to be basis vectors of the null space of X, as in the one-dimensional case). Since there are two unknowns, φ .x (P ) and φ .y (P ), the number of equations must be F − 3 ≥ 2 which requires that F ≥ 5. Therefore we need at least 5 neighbours of cell P , a condition that is not satisfied by only the direct neighbours of a cell in a structured grid; more distant neighbours have to be used as well, and this makes the programming more complex. However, it reflects the fact that Eq. (36) has 5 unknowns (the first and second derivatives of φ).
Another difficulty would be that in order to determine the null space of X we need a set of independent columns, but it is not guaranteed that the first three columns of X are linearly independent; for example, if N 1 − P and N 3 − P point in opposite directions then column 3 of X will be a multiple of column 1. So it may be the case that we have to look further down in the list of columns to find independent ones. In order to find linearly independent columns, one could perform a QR factorisation of X, but it would be easier to just find three directions N f − P that are sufficiently different from each other and select the corresponding columns 5 . In any case, the procedure is significantly more expensive and requires more data storage than the methods of Section 3.2.
As in the one-dimensional case, this procedure is equivalent to the unweighted least squares solution of the system of equations (36) after three of these equations (corresponding to the three linearly independent columns of X that were selected and used in order to find its null space) have been used to eliminate φ .xx , φ .xy and φ .yy from the rest. Again, solving Eqs. (36) directly would have the advantage that it would not assign any special role to three of the equations, it would allow the use of a weighted least squares method, and it would allow computation of φ .xx (P ), φ .xy (P ) and φ .yy (P ) as part of the solution. In the present work, we will not pursue this method further, except that the one-dimensional version will be tested along with the other methods in Section 4.1. An alternative method for obtaining a second-order accurate gradient in two-and three-dimensional problems, which is also much more expensive than the schemes of Sections 3.1 -3.2, is described in [23] .
Numerical tests 4.1 One-dimensional tests
In this section, the preceding theory is put to the test. The first test involves the calculation of the derivative of the single-variable function φ(x) = tanh x for x ∈ [0, 2]. A total of 101 equispaced grid points are chosen within this interval: x (0) = 0, x (1) = 0.02, x (2) = 0.04, . . . , x (100) = 2.0. The indices are written in parentheses to distinguish these points from the neighbour points x f involved in the calculations. The derivative φ .x is approximated at each grid point using the weighted least squares method, with either a diagonal weights matrix with weight exponents q = 0, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3, or a weights matrix of the form (34). The results are compared against the exact solution φ .x = 1 − (tanh x) 2 and the mean absolute error i |φ .x (x (i) ) − φ ls .x (x (i) )|/101 is recorded for each method. The gradient calculation at each point requires information about the value of the function at that point, P , and at F neighbouring points, N f , f = 1, . . . , F . During the course of the numerical experiment, each grid point x (i) will successively assume the role of point P . However, if the role of the neighbouring points N f is also assumed by the grid points, then we will have idealized stencils of neighbouring points with constant spacing between them, which presents an "easy" test for the gradient calculation methods. In order to allow for more general testing, it was decided that the neighbour points N f shall not be restricted to belong to the set of grid points x (i) . So, the adopted evaluation methodology involves choosing a set of displacements {∆x f } F f =1 = {N f − P } F f =1 independent of the grid spacing, and using this set to calculate the derivative at every grid point. For example, if the chosen set of displacements is {−0.05, 0.1} (F = 2), then the derivative at grid point x (0) = 0.0 will be calculated using the values of φ at points {x (0) − 0.05, x (0) , x (0) + 0.1} = {−0.05, 0.0, 0.1}, while the derivative at grid point x (20) = 0.4 will be calculated using the values of φ at points {x (20) −0.05, x (20) , x (20) In order to test the methods thoroughly, several sets of initial displacements {∆x 0 f } F f =1 were used. In Fig. 7 , each diagram corresponds to a different set of initial displacements {∆x 0 f } F f =1 and the mean error is plotted as a function of the number of displacement halvings r (a maximum of R = 5 halvings were performed in each case). The slope of each curve reveals the order of accuracy of the corresponding method. Figure 7 (a) shows that when the displacements stencil is symmetric then all methods are secondorder accurate. This is expected, because symmetry causes cancellation between the a f coefficients in the numerators of Eqs. (27) - (29) , leaving an = O(h 2 ) error. Moreover, not only are they all second-order accurate but they all produce identical results. This is reminiscent of the two-dimensional situation where all methods, independent of the choice of weights, reduce to the formula (1) on symmetric grids like that of Fig. 2 . Figure 7(b) shows that when all neighbouring points lie on the same side of the point P then all methods with a diagonal weights matrix reduce to first order accuracy. In fact, the higher the weight exponent q the (slightly) better the accuracy. This is because in this case the error is always greater than if we had used only the single neighbour point which is closest to P (see Fig. 6(a) , where φ ls .x (P ) is always less accurate than the estimate φ .x (P ) ≈ ∆φ 1 /∆x 1 , as long as ∆x 2 > ∆x 1 ). So, by using larger weight exponents we diminish the influence of far neighbours thus basing the calculation mostly on the close neighbours and reducing the error.
In Fig. 7 (c) two points are used which lie on opposite sides of P but at unequal distances from it. The methods with a diagonal weights matrix give first order accurate results, except for q = 3/2 where second order accuracy is achieved, as expected from the discussion of Eq. (29) . Of the other methods, the q = 2 method is more accurate than the q = 0 and q = 1 methods, as expected from the discussion of Eqs. (27) - (30) . When three neighbours are used in Fig. 7(d) then all methods with a diagonal weights matrix have first order accuracy; the most accurate is the method with q = 3/2, but the methods with q = 1 and q = 2 are very close. Finally, in Fig. 7 (e) four neighbours are used, two on each side of P . Again the method with q = 3/2 becomes second-order accurate, as expected, while the method with q = 2 gives the best results among the first-order accurate methods.
A general observation is that the unweighted method (q = 0) is always the least accurate, followed by the q = 3 method, except for Fig. 7(b) , as discussed. The q = 1 method, which appears to be the most popular, is less accurate than the q = 2 and q = 3/2 methods, but it does not lag much behind, except when the special circumstances apply that make the q = 3/2 method second-order accurate.
The method which uses the non-diagonal weights matrix (34) is always second-order accurate, as expected. But one can notice that compared to the {∆x 0 f } = {−1, 0.5} case (Fig. 7(c) ), adding more neighbouring points somewhat reduces the accuracy of the method (Figs. 7(d) and 7(e) ). This can be explained by the fact that the displacements added, namely 0.15 and −0.2, have larger magnitude than the original displacements -0.1 and 0.05, and the method, as explained in the previous section, is essentially an unweighted least squares method to solve the system of Eqns. (33) -essentially a secondorder accurate variant of the q = 0 method. For higher accuracy, the influence of the neighbouring points should be weighted according to the distance of each neighbour from P , as in the first order accurate q > 0 methods.
In general it can be said, therefore, that these numerical results are in full agreement with the theory presented in the previous sections.
Cartesian grids
Next, the two-dimensional methods are tested in their ability to calculate the gradient of the function φ(x, y) = tanh(x) · tanh(y) on Cartesian grids. The exact gradient is ∇φ = (φ .x , φ .y ) with φ x = (1 − (tanh x) 2 ) tanh y and φ y = (1 − (tanh y) 2 ) tanh x. The domain of the function is the unit square (x, y) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1] and the first of the series of grids used are shown in Fig. 8. Figure 8(a) shows the coarsest grid, denoted by the index r = 0, which is constructed using a grid spacing of h 0 = 0.25. Another 7 grids are constructed from successive refinements, such that the spacing of grid r is h r = h 0 /2 r . All grid cells are therefore geometrically identical; not all of them are, however, topologically identical, because boundary cells are topologically different from interior cells. Whereas at the latter the gradient is calculated using the function values at neighbouring cell centres only, the former have one or more boundary faces where the function value at the face centre has to be used rather than a neighbouring cell centre value (Fig. 4) . So the performance of the gradient-calculation methods has to be inspected separately for these two topologically different classes of cells. Concerning the boundary cells, the function tanh happens to have zero second derivative at the boundaries x = 0 and y = 0, which may artificially increase the order of accuracy of the methods there. However, at the x = 1 and y = 1 boundaries no such special behaviour of the tanh function applies, and so the general behaviour of the methods at boundary cells can be observed there.
On each grid the gradient of φ is calculated at each cell centre using a variety of methods: the divergence theorem method ∇ d0 (Eq. (9) ), and the weighted least squares methods ∇ ls (Eq. (20)) with weights w f = N f − P −q , where the exponent q is assigned the values 0, 1, 1.5 and 2. Since these grids do not exhibit any skewness (c = c in Eq. (11)) we did not perform any corrector steps in the divergence theorem method as this would not make any difference (Eqs. (9) and (12) are identical in this case). The methods are evaluated by comparing the mean and maximum errors on each grid, defined as
where M r is the number of cells of grid r, and ∇ a is any of the discrete (approximate) gradient operators considered. These errors are plotted in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. The theory predicts that the discretisation error at interior cells should decrease at a second-order rate, = O(h 2 ), as all methods reduce to formula (1), ∇ s , there. At boundary cells (Fig. 4 ) the favourable conditions that are responsible for the second-order accuracy in the interior of the domain do not apply, and the methods should revert to first-order accuracy; this is the accuracy expected of the least squares methods on general grids, and of the divergence theorem methods on grids that possess unevenness but not skewness. The only exception should be the least squares method with q = 3/2 of which second-order accuracy is expected even at boundary cells, due to the comments made in relation to Eq. (31). Indeed, Fig. 9(b) confirms that the maximum error, which occurs at some boundary cell, is max = O(h) for all methods, except the q = 3/2 method for which max = O(h 2 ). Of the other methods, the unweighted least squares method (q = 0) is the least accurate; the method with q = 1 is better, and that with q = 2 is better still, although not much better than the q = 1 method. The divergence theorem method gives identical results with the q = 1 least squares method, as they both revert to Eq. (13) at boundary cells. 
Smooth curvilinear grids
Next, we try the methods on smoothly varying curvilinear grids. The same function φ = tanh(x) · tanh(y) is differentiated, but the domain boundaries now have the shapes of two horizontal and two vertical sinusoidal waves, as seen more clearly in Fig. 10(d) . As in the Cartesian case, the edges of these boundaries are the points (0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1) and (0, 1) . The grid is generated using a very basic elliptic grid generation method [24] . In particular, smoothly varying functions ξ(x, y) and η(x, y) are assumed in the domain, and the two families of grid lines are lines of constant ξ and of constant η, respectively. The left and right boundaries correspond to ξ = 0 and ξ = 1, respectively, while the bottom and top boundaries correspond to η = 0 and η = 1, respectively. In the interior of the domain ξ and η are assumed to vary according to the following Laplace equations:
These equations guarantee that ξ and η vary smoothly in the domain, but what we really need in order to construct the grid is to express x and y as functions of ξ and η. That is, we need the functions x = x(ξ, η), y = y(ξ, η), whereas solving the above equations would give us ξ = ξ(x, y), η = η(x, y). Then, the locations of all grid nodes will be readily known; each node is identified by a pair of indices (i, j) and is located at (x i,j , y i,j ) ≡ (x(ξ = i ∆ξ, η = j ∆η), y(ξ = i ∆ξ, η = j ∆η)). The spacings ∆ξ and ∆η are adjusted according to the desired number of nodes in each direction; for a N × N grid, since ξ, η ∈ [0, 1], we set ∆ξ = ∆η = 1/(N − 1). Therefore, using the chain rule of partial differentiation it can be shown that the above equations are equivalent to g 22 x .ξξ − 2g 12 x .ξη + g 11 x .ηη = 0 g 22 y .ξξ − 2g 12 y .ξη + g 11 y .ηη = 0 where
In order to cluster the points near the boundary edges in the physical domain, we accompany the above differential equations with the following boundary conditions: at the bottom boundary we set x = 0.5 + 0.5 sin(π(ξ − 0.5)) and y = sin(2πx), and at the left boundary we set y = 0.5 + 0.5 sin(π(η − 0.5)) and x = − sin(2πy). At the top and right boundaries we use the same conditions as for the bottom and left boundaries, respectively, only that at the right boundary we add 1 to x and at the top boundary we add 1 to y (this is a quick way of adjusting the node distribution at the boundaries; the results are not particularly good, but are acceptable for the present purposes -for more elaborate methods see e.g. [25] ). Now (x, y) have become the dependent variables while (ξ, η) are the independent variables, which acquire values in the unit square [0, 1] × [0, 1]. The grid equations were solved numerically with a finite difference method on a 513 × 513 point Cartesian grid, similar to those shown in Fig. 8 (with ξ and η playing the roles of x and y, respectively). Note that the dependent variables (x, y) are stored at the grid nodes, i.e. at the intersection points of the grid lines (rather than at the cell centres, which are used by the finite volume method). The derivatives are approximated by second-order accurate central differences; for example, at point (i, j),
where h = 1/512 is the grid spacing. The resulting system of nonlinear algebraic equations was solved using a Gauss-Seidel iterative method where in the equations of the (i, j) node all terms are treated as known from their current values except for x i,j and y i,j which are solved for. The convergence of the method was accelerated using a minimal polynomial extrapolation technique [26] , and iterations were carried out until machine precision was reached.
After obtaining x(ξ, η) and y(ξ, η), a series of successively refined grids in the physical domain were constructed by drawing lines of constant ξ and lines of constant η at intervals ∆ξ = ∆η = 0.25/2 r , for r = 0, 1, . . . 7. The first four grids are shown in Fig. 10 . The gradient calculation methods were then applied on each of these grids. The errors of each method are depicted in Fig. 11 .
These grids exhibit all kinds of grid irregularity, but the unevenness and the skewness diminish with grid refinement, as explained in Section 1. Therefore, it is expected that eventually the methods will behave as in the Cartesian case. Indeed, Fig. 11(b) shows that as the grid is refined max tends to decrease at a first-order rate for all methods, except for the least squares method with q = 3/2, for which it decreases at a second-order rate. Accordingly, Fig. 11(a) shows that mean tends to decrease at a second-order rate for all methods, with the second-order rate attained earlier by the q = 3/2 method. Therefore, like on the Cartesian grids, the methods are second-order accurate at interior cells but revert to first-order accuracy at boundary cells, except for the q = 3/2 method.
Of the least squares methods the least accurate is the unweighted method, followed by the q = 2 method which, however, regains some of the accuracy at finer grids. The undisputed champion is the q = 3/2 method because, as mentioned, it retains its second-order accuracy even at boundary cells.
Concerning the divergence theorem methods, the method with no corrections (Eq. 9) performs similarly to the unweighted least squares method. Application of a corrector step (Eq. (12)) now does make a difference, since skewness is present at any finite grid density, bringing the accuracy of the method on a par with the best weighted least squares methods, except of course the q = 3/2 method. We also tried a second corrector step, but this gives nearly identical results as with only one corrector step.
Grids of localised high distortion
Structured grids that are constructed not by solving partial differential equations, as in the previous section, but by algebraic methods may lack the property that unevenness and skewness diminish with grid refinement. This is especially true if the domain boundaries include sharp corners at points other than grid line endpoints. For example, the grid of Fig. 12 is structured, consisting of piecewise straight lines. At the line joining the sharp corners, the other family of grid lines changes direction abruptly. This causes significant skewness which is unaffected by grid refinement.
A similar situation may occur when adaptive mesh refinement is used, depending on the treatment of the interaction between levels. Figure 13 shows multi-level grids, which are split into regions of different fineness. Such grids are often called composite grids [27] . One possible strategy is to treat the cells at the level interfaces as topologically polygonal [7, 19, 22] . For example, cell P of Fig. 14(a) has 6 faces, each separating it from a single other cell. Its face f 1 separates it from cell N 1 which belongs to the finer level. Faces such as f 1 , which lie on grid level interfaces, exhibit non-orthogonality, unevenness, and skewness. If the grid density is increased throughout the domain, as in the series of grids shown in Fig. 13 , then these distortions at the level interfaces remain insensitive to the grid fineness, like for the marked line in Fig. 12 . Alternative schemes exist which avoid changing the topology of the cells by inserting a layer of transitional cells between the coarse and the fine part of the grid (e.g. [28, 29] ) but they also lead to high, non-diminishing grid distortions at the interface.
We computed the gradient of the same function, φ(x, y) = tanh(x) tanh(y), on a series of composite grids the first three of which are shown in Fig. 13. Figure 15 shows how mean and max vary with grid refinement. This time, mean is defined a little differently than Eq. (37), to account for the different grid levels: the error of each individual cell is weighted by the cell's volume (i.e. the area, in the present two-dimensional setting) and the total sum is divided by the total volume of the domain (which equals 1 in the present problem):
where Ω is the total volume of the domain and Ω P is the volume of cell P . We can identify three classes of cells that are topologically different. At cells that touch the level interfaces, which we shall call interface cells, the skewness and unevenness are high, as noted (interface cells themselves belong to two sub-classes, coarse-and fine-level cells, shown in Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) , respectively). At boundary cells the unevenness is high but there is no skewness (except at those boundary cells which are also interface cells). At the rest of the cells, which we shall call interior cells, there is no grid distortion. The behaviour of the gradient-calculation methods at interior and boundary cells has already been tested in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, so our interest now focuses on interface cells. The most severe grid distortion is skewness, and this is encountered only at those cells. Therefore, the maximum errors ( Fig. 15(b) ) are expected to occur there.
In Fig. 15(b) we observe that at the level interfaces all the least squares methods converge to the correct solution at a first-order rate, max being lowest for the q = 1 method, followed very closely by the q = 3/2 method. The q = 2 method produces slightly larger errors than these, and the worst method is, again, the unweighted method. On the other hand, none of the divergence theorem methods converge to the correct solution there, although nearly an order of magnitude accuracy improvement is obtained with each corrector step. We can determine the operator to whom ∇ d0 converges as follows. For the interface cell P of Fig. 14(b) , formula (9) amounts to the following series of approximations:
where h is the length of the side of cell P . In the last step, the values of φ at points c 1 and c 3 were approximated with linear interpolation between points N 1 and P , and P and N 3 , respectively; α is an interpolation factor which equals α = 0.3 for the present geometry. We then express the values φ(N 1 ) and φ(N 3 ) in the above equation as two-dimensional Taylor series about point P , considering that if P = (x 0 , y 0 ) then N 1 = (x 0 +3h/2, y 0 −h/2) and N 3 = (x 0 −h, y 0 ) -see Fig. 14(b) . Then, after substituting these Taylor expansions into Eq. (40) we obtain the following result:
Therefore, as h → 0, φ d0 .x converges not to φ .x but to an operator that involves both φ .x and φ .y . Next we examine the mean error in Fig. 15(a) . The plot can be interpreted by considering separately the error contributions of each class of cells. The vast majority of cells are interior cells (their number is O(h −2 )), and at such cells the discretisation error is O(h 2 ) because the grid is Cartesian. Their contribution to mean is O(h 2 ). At boundary cells, = O(h) for all methods except the q = 3/2 least squares method, for which = O(h 2 ). Since the number of such cells is O(h −1 ) their contribution to mean is O(h 2 ) as well, as discussed in Section 4.2 (for the q = 3/2 method the contribution is O(h 3 ) and is negligible).
At interface cells the situation is similar to that for the boundary cells, as far as the least squares methods are concerned. In particular, the least squares methods produce O(h) errors there because of the unevenness and the skewness. The total length of the level interfaces does not change with refinement; it always consists of the line segments that join the following points: (0, 0.5) → (1, 0.5), 
, as for the boundary cells. This is confirmed by Fig. 15(a) , where all the least squares methods converge to the exact solution at a second-order rate. Their differences are very small, with the q = 1 and q = 3/2 methods producing slightly smaller errors than the q = 2 and q = 0 methods.
On the other hand, similar considerations lead to the theoretical conclusion that the mean error of the divergence theorem methods should be mean = O(h). As noted, at interior cells the error of these methods is = O(h 2 ), while at boundary cells it is = O(h); both of these contribute O(h 2 ) to mean . But at interface cells, = O(1) and, since there are O(h −1 ) of these cells, their joint contribution to mean (Eq. (39)) is (number of cells) × (volume of one cell) × (error at a cell) = Figure 15(a) shows that for the d0 method (with no corrector steps) this O(h) component of mean is so large that it dominates mean even at coarse grids. For the d1 method (with one corrector step), at coarse grids this O(h) component is initially small compared to the bulk O(h 2 ) component that comes from all the other cells, so that mean appears to decrease at a second-order rate up to a refinement level of r = 3; but eventually it becomes dominant and beyond r = 5 the d1 curve is parallel to the d0 curve, with a first-order slope. With two corrector steps, the O(h) component is so small that up to r = 7 it is completely masked by the O(h 2 ) component and the method appears to be second-order accurate. More grid refinements are necessary to reveal the asymptotic first-order accuracy of the method.
An observation that raises some concern in Fig. 15(a) is that the divergence theorem methods d1 and d2 are more accurate than the least squares methods at coarse grids, and d2 is more accurate on all grids tested. This may indicate that there is some room for improvement in the least squares methods. A potential source of the problem is suggested by Fig. 14(a) . Along the horizontal direction, cell P has one cell on its left side (N 5 ) and two cells on its right side (N 1 and N 2 ), whereas in a Cartesian grid cells only have one neighbour on each side. Since points N 1 and N 2 are quite close to each other, there is some overlap in the information they convey; the value of φ cannot be much different between N 1 and N 2 , and omitting any of these two points would not be a great loss as the other point would partially compensate for that. On the other hand, the point N 5 , being on the other side of P , carries new and valuable information about the variation of φ across cell P , which cannot be deduced from the values at N 1 and N 2 . Yet the weights of the least squares method depend only on the distance of N f from P , while any clustering of the N f points in some direction is not taken into account. Thus, points N 1 and N 2 , being closer to P than N 5 , each contribute more to the calculation of the gradient at P than point N 5 does, especially if the weights exponent q is high; together they contribute much more. So, the horizontal component of the gradient is calculated using mostly information from the right of cell P , whereas information from its left is undervalued. The divergence theorem methods do not suffer from this deficiency because they weigh the contribution of each point by the area of the respective face; faces f 1 and f 2 are half in size than f 5 , and so points N 1 and N 2 together contribute to the gradient approximately as much as N 5 alone does.
In order to propose a remedy, we investigate the last vector in the expression (21) of the discretisation error, checking whether we can cause some cancellation between the contributions of points N 1 , N 2 and N 3 by tampering with their weights. It will be most useful to express this vector in terms of radii and angles, as in the expression (31). We will consider only the contributions of points N 1 , N 2 and N 5 to that vector, i.e. ∆θ f = |θ f +1 − θ f −1 |/2 (assuming that the points are numbered in order, either clockwise or anticlockwise); the sum of all these sectors would then equal 2π, and they could be incorporated into the weights such that points with smaller sectors would have less influence over the solution. But such a methods would be more complicated and are probably not worth the extra computational cost. Alternatively, the face areas could be incorporated into the weights, as in the divergence theorem method [30] .
Grids with arbitrary distortion
Lately, the use of completely unstructured grids is becoming more popular because they allow easy grid generation in complicated geometries. Indeed, in practical problems overly complex geometries may be encountered, where structured grid generation is an arduous and time-consuming procedure. Unstructured grids usually consist of triangles (or tetrahedra in 3D), or of polygonal (polyhedral in 3D) cells which are also constructed from a triangulation process. If one is not careful then this procedure can result in unevenness and skewness that are large throughout the domain, instead of just in isolated regions as for the grids of Section 4.4.
In order to test the methods under an extreme scenario where grid distortion is large throughout the domain, one last experiment was set up. Our numerical code uses grids of quadrilateral cells, which are usually generated by a structured grid generator. But large grid distortions can be generated by randomly perturbing the vertices of a Cartesian grid. Using such a process we constructed a series of grids, the first three of which are shown in Fig. 17 . In particular, the grid of Fig. 17 (a) comes from randomly perturbing the vertices of that of Fig. 8(b) , the grid of Fig. 17 (b) comes from randomly perturbing the vertices of that of Fig. 8(c) and so on. The perturbation procedure is applied as follows: Suppose a Cartesian grid with grid spacing h. If node (i, j) has coordinates (x ij , y ij ) then the perturbation procedure moves this node to a location (x ij , y ij ) = (x ij + δ x ij , y ij + δ y ij ) where δ x ij and δ y ij are random numbers in the interval [−0.25h, 0.25h). Because all perturbations are smaller than h/4 in both x and y, it is ensured that all grid cells remain simple convex quadrilaterals after all vertices have been perturbed. Again, the various gradient calculation methods were used to calculate the gradient of the function φ = tanh(x) tanh(y) on these grids. The errors are plotted in Fig. 18 . This time, all cells belong to a common category. Figure 18(a) shows that the mean error follows the trends predicted by the theory. The least squares methods converge to the exact gradient at a first-order rate. The unweighted method is, as usual, the least accurate. The q = 3/2 method is the best, the q = 2 is the second best, and the q = 1 method follows shortly behind. However, the differences between these three methods are almost negligible. On the other hand, the divergence theorem methods, as expected, do not converge to the exact gradient. Performing corrector steps improves things, but but in every case the convergence eventually stagnates at some grid fineness.
As far as the maximum error is concerned, Fig. 18(b) shows that max is nearly indistinguishable among the least squares methods, with the exception of the unweighted method which gives worse results at coarse grids. They all decrease at a first order rate. The maximum errors of the divergence theorem methods, on the other hand, actually increase with grid refinement. Presumably this is due to the fact that as the number of grid nodes is increased the probability of encountering higher degrees of skewness somewhere in the domain increases. Performing corrector steps reduces the error, but it is interesting to note that grid refinement causes a larger error increase when more corrector steps are performed. This is not surprising, since the deterioration of the ∇ d0 method with grid refinement propagates across the iterative correction procedure. Eventually it is expected that the errors produced by the ∇ dc operator (with c corrector steps) will become so large that when it is used in order to improve the estimates of the φ values at the cell face centres, these estimates will deteriorate rather than improve, and the resulting "corrected" operator ∇ d(c+1) will actually be worse than ∇ dc . In order to make the corrector steps convergent, underrelaxation would have to be applied, as suggested in [17] .
Final remarks and conclusions
In this study, a couple of the most popular methods for computing the gradient in finite volume methods were examined, both theoretically and through numerical experiments. The performance of the methods depends on the attributes of the grid they are applied on. Therefore, we tested them on Cartesian grids, smooth structured grids, composite grids, and grids with arbitrary distortion. Aside from the accuracy itself on any given grid, the order of accuracy is also an important quality of each method, which was tested through successive grid refinements. The theoretical analysis revealed that the dependency of the order of accuracy of each method on the kind of grid irregularity is that shown in Table 1 . Based on this, the expected order of accuracy of the methods on the aforementioned classes of grids are displayed in Table 2 ; these predictions were fully confirmed by the present numerical experiments.
The divergence theorem method is very popular, perhaps due to its low computational cost and the fact that its implementation is very similar to that of the schemes employed by the finite volume method to discretise the convection terms and other terms of the governing partial differential equations. Unfortunately, both theory and experiments have shown that, in the most general case, this method is zeroth-order accurate, i.e. it does not converge to the exact gradient with grid refinement. This is true even if "corrector" steps are applied; such steps are likely to increase the accuracy to some extent, but they will not increase the order of accuracy. Corrector steps also curtail the advantage of the method that it is computationally inexpensive. The inconsistency of the method is triggered by grid skewness. If there is no grid skewness, or the skewness diminishes with grid refinement, then the method is firstorder accurate, unless there is also no grid unevenness, or unevenness diminishes with grid refinement, in which case the method becomes second-order accurate. Therefore, the method is second-order accurate on Cartesian and smooth structured grids, except near domain boundaries where it is firstorder accurate. Depending on the application, the method may give acceptable results on grids that exhibit refinement-independent skewness on a set of points of zero thickness, i.e. on a set of curves in 2D space, or on a set of surfaces in 3D space. Such grids are, for example, certain structured grids constructed by algebraic methods, and composite grids. In the tests that we performed on composite grids the method with two corrector steps performed quite satisfactorily.
The other family of methods is based on the weighted least squares solution of linear systems of equations. These methods are somewhat more expensive, but are guaranteed to be at least first-order accurate on all kinds of grids. Grid skewness and unevenness make the methods first-order accurate; if these distortions diminish with grid refinement, such as on smooth structured grids, then these methods also become second-order accurate. The choice of weights does not, in general, affect the order of accuracy of the method, but it does affect the accuracy. The unweighted method is the least accurate among those tested; better results can be obtained by weighing each equation by the reciprocal of the distance to the neighbouring point raised to an exponent. The three exponents tested here are q = 1, 2, and 3/2. In the present numerical experiments, usually q = 3/2 performed best followed by q = 2 while q = 1 was the least accurate of the three, but the differences were very slight. However, the q = 3/2 method was shown theoretically, and confirmed experimentally, to have a distinct advantage over the other methods on particular kinds of grids; it remains second-order accurate if the grid exhibits unevenness but not skewness (or if the skewness diminishes with refinement) as long as an equal number of points on either side of the cell are employed. This makes it second-order accurate even at boundary cells of smooth structured grids, where the other methods, including the divergence theorem methods, revert to first-order accuracy. A weakness of the least-squares methods is that they do not account for possible clustering of neighbouring points in a particular direction. The loss of accuracy incurred by this weakness is not expected to be large unless the clustering is severe. A particular grid type where this weakness is manifested is the composite (multi-level) grid, where the problem can be very easily dealt with by the use of the weights scheme (44).
Finally, in order to have a complete picture and be fair in comparing the various methods, the relative cost of each must also be taken into account. Table 3 gives estimates for the number of floating point operations required by each method. To reduce the number of floating point operations, quantities that involve only geometric terms and thus do not vary from iteration to iteration can be calculated only once and stored in memory; then, each time the gradient is computed, they are recalled from memory rather than being calculated afresh. Although this strategy certainly reduces the number of operations, the gains may not be as significant as expected, because often the bottleneck is the rate at which data can be transfered to / from memory, and this strategy increases the memory transfers. In general, therefore, the figures in Table 3 are only indicative and a lot depends on the hardware architecture, the compiler, the programming style etc. For example, in our implementation, with serial code and no particular emphasis on optimising the algorithms, on the finest grid of the experiments of Section 4.3 the times needed to calculate ∇ d1 φ, ∇ d2 φ and ∇ ls φ at all grid cells, divided by the time needed to calculate ∇ d0 φ, were found to be 2.5, 4 and 1.03, respectively (our implementation corresponds to the right column for ∇ dc in Table 3 , and the left column for ∇ ls φ). These results are not entirely consistent with the estimates of Table 3 , but in any case it may be seen that the least squares method can be quite efficient, while the application of corrector steps in the divergence theorem method is quite expensive. The cost of the q = 3/2 least squares method is not different than those for integer exponents q because in the calculations the weights always appear squared, and thus the non-integer exponent 3/2 becomes 3.
Overall then, for use in a general-purpose finite volume solver, the best method among those examined was found to be the weighted least-squares method (20) with weights given by Eq. (44) with q = 1.5. Table 1 : Order of accuracy of the various gradient-calculation methods, as a function of the kind of geometric irregularity exhibited by the grid. For grids that exhibit more than one kind of irregularity, the worst order of accuracy among these kinds applies. For the q = 3/2 least squares method in the case of unevenness, the order of accuracy is 2 provided that the conditions set in Section 3.2 apply, i.e. that the stencil of neighbouring points is not one-sided in any direction.
Divergence
Least Least Squares, Theorem Squares q = 3/2 Non-orthogonality 2 2 2 Unevenness 1 1 2* Skewness 0 1 1 Table 2 : Order of the mean and maximum discretisation errors of the gradient-calculation methods on various kinds of grids. Cartesian grids do not exhibit any geometric irregularity; in smooth structured grids unevenness and skewness tend to zero with refinement; in locally distorted grids the skewness is non-diminishing along certain grid lines only; and in globally distorted grids the skewness is everywhere non-diminishing with refinement.
Divergence Least Squares Least Squares, Theorem q = 3/2 mean max. mean max. mean max. Cartesian  2  1  2  1  2  2  Smooth Structured  2  1  2  1  2  2  Locally Distorted  1  0  2  1  2  1  Globally Distorted  0  0  1  1  1  1 31 Table 3 : Approximate number of floating-point operations required to calculate the gradient at a cell with F faces, using the divergence theorem method ∇ dc (with c corrector steps -c can be zero) and the weighted least squares method ∇ ls . Estimates are given both for two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) calculations. The assumptions for ∇ dc are that one of the interpolation factors in Eq. (8) is stored (the other is calculated as one minus the first one), and that the face area vectors S f = S f n f and cell volumes Ω P are stored and do not need to be calculated (in Eqs. (9) and (12)). Furthermore, in the case c > 0, if it is assumed that the "skewness" vector c f − c f (used in Eq. (11)) is stored then the estimates of the left column are obtained, whereas if it is calculated (but c f is stored) then the estimates of the right column are obtained instead. Similarly, for ∇ ls two scenarios are considered as well: the left column gives estimates for the case that the matrix (A T W T W A) −1 is stored (see Eq. 17), while the right column gives estimates for the case that it is calculated. Figure 1 : Part of an unstructured grid, showing cell P and its neighbouring cells, each having a single common face with P . The shaded area lies outside the grid. The faces and neighbours of cell P are numbered in anticlockwise order, with face f separating P from its neighbour N f . The geometric characteristics of its face 1 which separates it from neighbouring cell N 1 are displayed. Boldface characters denote geometrical vectors. The position vectors of the centroids of cells P and N f are denoted by the same characters but in boldface as P and N f ; c f is the centroid of face f and c f is its closest point on the line segment connecting P and N f ; n f is the unit vector normal to face f , pointing outwards of P . The shown cell P also has a boundary face (face 5), with no neighbour on the other side. Figure 5 : The divergence theorem method can approximate ∇φ(P ) to first-order accuracy on arbitrarily irregular grids if applied to the auxiliary cell bounded by dashed lines, rather than on the actual cell P . This cell is formed by joining the centroids of the neighbouring cells and of the boundary faces of cell P by straight line segments. The open circles denote the centroids of these segments. Figure 6 : On the calculation of the derivative of the function φ(x) (thick black curve) at the point x 0 , by least squares. The coordinate axes correspond to the quantities ∆φ = φ(x) − φ(x 0 ) versus ∆x = x − x 0 , so that the derivative is sought at the point (∆x = 0, ∆φ = 0). The calculation is based on the values of the function at three points, x 0 , x 1 and x 2 , where x 1 and x 2 lie at the same side of x 0 (a) or at opposite sides (b). See the text for more details. In fact the plots are to scale, with φ = 2x + x 2 , x 0 = 0, x 1 = ±1, x 2 = 2, and the unweighted least squares method. 37) and (38), respectively) of the weighted least squares methods for calculating the gradient of the function φ = tanh(x) tanh(y) on Cartesian grids (Fig. 8 ). The abscissa r designates the grid; r = 0 is the coarsest grid ( Fig. 8(a) ), and grid r > 0 comes from subdividing every cell of grid r − 1 into 4 child cells. The exponent q used for the weights is shown on each curve. Actually, the results of the divergence theorem method, Eq. (9), are also shown, but they are identical to those of the least squares method with q = 1. (Fig. 10 ). The abscissa r designates the grid; r = 0 is the coarsest grid ( Fig. 10(a) ), and grid r comes from subdividing every cell of grid r − 1 into 4 child cells in the computational space (see text). The blue solid lines correspond to the least squares methods with weight exponents q = 0, 1 and 2, which are indicated on each curve; the blue dash-dot line corresponds to the least squares method with q = 3/2; and the red dashed lines correspond to the divergence theorem methods dc where c is the number of corrector steps. 39) and (38), respectively) of the gradient calculation methods applied to the function φ = tanh(x) tanh(y) on locally refined grids (Fig. 13 ). The abscissa r designates the grid; r = 0 is the coarsest grid ( Fig. 13(a) ), and grid r comes from subdividing every cell of grid r − 1 into 4 child cells. The blue solid lines correspond to the least squares methods with weight exponents q = 0, 1 and 2, which are indicated on each curve; the blue dash-dot line corresponds to the least squares method with q = 3/2; and the red dashed lines correspond to the divergence theorem methods dc where c is the number of corrector steps. Figure 17 : A series of excessively distorted grids. Grid r is constructed by random perturbation of the nodes of Cartesian grid r + 1 (Fig. 8 ). Figure 18 : The mean (a) and maximum (b) errors (defined by Eqs. (37) and (38), respectively) of the gradient calculation methods applied on the function φ = tanh(x) tanh(y) on the series of highly distorted grids, the first three of which are depicted in Fig. 17 . The blue solid lines correspond to the least squares methods with weight exponents q = 0, 1 and 2, which are indicated on each curve; the blue dash-dot line corresponds to the least squares method with q = 3/2; and the red dashed lines correspond to the divergence theorem methods dc where c is the number of corrector steps.
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